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INDUSTRIAL AND RUGGEDIZED SECURE DIGITAL (SD) CARD

FLEXXON’s Industrial SD card is a flash storage device which is synonymous in terms of

reliability and endurance. Having undergone intense testing in various environments, our SD

card not only conforms to the SD Associations microSD specifications but remains at the top of

the industry in terms of withstanding the most rugged and unforgiving environments.

FLEXXON’s Industrial SD card is able to perform exceptionally through hazardous

environments and remains totally usable without experiencing any form of data loss. It is well

adapted for hand-held applications in INDUSTRIAL, MEDICAL, AUTOMOTIVE (IMA) markets.
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FLEXXON’s focus in the IMA market allows us to support the longest life cycle Fixed-BOM solutions to worldwide

customers. In addition, FLEXXON is the only manufacturer currently supporting products like SD or microSD MLC in low

capacity (1GB & 2GB) that have been obsoleted by other manufacturers.



FLEXXON SD CARD FEATURES

ERROR BIT
For every block in a NAND, there is always a chance that error bits will
happen during read or write operations. This is just the nature of NAND,
and this is why ECC modules are implemented in all types of products that
utilize NAND, e.g. SD cards, SSDs and so on.

However, typical ECC modules will only activate during write operations, or
rather, whenever the system table updates. This algorithm leaves a risk in
which if the application that uses NAND only seldom writes or updates
system table, then the ECC module might very well become almost useless.
This is why Flexxon creates another mechanism called “Auto Read Refresh”
to counter this potential risk.

AUTO READ REFRESH
To put in simply, Auto Read Refresh mode is employed to make sure
that during read only operations, blocks with high number of errors
can be removed and refreshed for future uses. During each read
command, the controller will perform a 2 stage check on the target
block: the first stage is to check for a “need to refresh” mark. The
second stage is to check for the number of error bits currently
present. If any of the result indicates that the block is almost full of
errors, the controller will enforce the block to be copied, refreshed,
and moved back into the spare block queue for next use.

With Auto Read Refresh function, users will feel safe with an extra layer of protection against error bits

multiplying. This function is implemented so that applications that performs read operations for most of its ’
life cycle will not encounter a higher chance of errors not being corrected enough to ensure a smooth usage.

SUDDEN POWER LOSS
The definition of sudden power loss is the loss of power without
properly shutting down the system or host in which Flexxon’s device
is still inserted. The definition also includes situations where during
usage, Flexxon’s device is abruptly removed from the system or host.

During daily usage of electronic equipment, there is always a chance
that the user will encounter sudden power loss caused by human
error or power outage. If sudden power loss unfortunately happens
during write operations, there is a chance that the data being written
will experience some sort of corruption, and become unreadable or
inaccurate.

DATA CLONE SYSTEM (DCS)
There is no method or program that guarantees 100% data integrity

during sudden power loss. Flexxon’s DCS is employed to make sure
that the chance of losing data during an event of sudden power loss
is minimized, not eliminated.

To put in simple words, DCS is an assurance adding mechanism in
which when data is being written into NAND, the same data will be
written one more time into a buffer block.

After an event of sudden power loss, the controller

will proceed to check the data written before the

event for ECC error. Say for example ECC error was

discovered at the location indicated by the red

lighting in the below figure 2

In the event that ECC error is
discovered, the controller will
move the exact same data from
the buffer block, and replace it
with the corrupted data at the
original block. Thereafter, the
buffer block will be discarded
and put back into the queue.



WEAR LEVELING
For every block in a NAND, there is an attribute called

“Program/Erase cycle”. When this cycle reaches its’ maximum, the

block will be rendered useless and replaced with a spare block. When

all spare blocks are used, the card will go into write protect mode

and become unusable to the user. If programming and erasing is only

done to a few blocks, it will cause the program/erase cycle in those

few blocks to rise faster than other unused blocks. This will result in

faster spare block usage, and eventually a premature write protect

mode.

Wear leveling is a mechanism commonly employed in NAND flash to

ensure maximum product life endurance. Its’ main function is to

spread out usage of blocks evenly so that program/erase cycles in all

blocks rise with the same speed. This way, all blocks can be used

thoroughly before the product reaches its’ l ife cycle.

TYPES OF WEAR LEVELING
There are three types of wear leveling: dynamic, static, and global.

Dynamic wear leveling deals only with blocks in the spare area. Static

wear leveling deals with blocks in the spare area and the user area.

Global wear leveling deals with blocks across all dies (if there is more

than one). Please refer to the graph below for more elaboration.

Flexxon SD cards utilize dynamic and static wear leveling to ensure

the longevity of the life cycle.

EMBEDDED MODE

To put in simply, embedded mode is employed to make
sure that wear leveling functions normally under any
circumstances. Generally, in order for wear leveling to
activate, FAT must be updated at some point of time
during usage. For applications that do not utilize the
FAT system, which is commonly seen in Linux systems,
wear leveling will not be carried out periodically or
normally, which will tend to cause card failures faster
than expected.



S.M.A.R.T – FLEXXON SD CARD LIFE MONITORING TOOL

S.M.A.R.T Tool provides the designer with an easy way to monitor the health and

remaining life of the microSD/SD card used in the application.

The tool reports the following parameters:

 Early Bad Blocks

 Later Bad Blocks

 Good Block Ratio

 Total/Max/Average Erase Count

 Remaining Life Ratio

 Power Up Count

 Abnormal Power Shut Down

Total Refresh Count
This information can be used in many ways. For instance, if you are unsure of how long an MLC card will last

in your application. You could run your system with a worst case pattern for a week or two (the longer the

better…). After which, remove the card from the system and use a standard microSD/SD adapter to plug into

a Windows PC/laptop running the S.M.A.R.T Tool. The tool will then read the above mentioned parameters

from the S.M.A.R.T enabled flash card and display the information in an easy to read format.

The key parameters from the card can now be reviewed.

The “Endurance Life Ratio” shows the designer what

percentage of the “life” of the card remains. Other key

parameters can be reviewed as well for signs of premature

wear. It is important to note that a flash card does not

wear out linearly. In fact, it wears out faster as it

approaches the end of its life. Although it is very difficult

to determine exactly how long the card will last, this data

can still be used to estimate the “best case” life

expectancy for the flash card in a particular application.

Another factor to keep in mind is density as using a larger

density device that is required will also increase lifetime.

Armed with this information, the designer is now in a

better position to optimize the cost and reliability of the

system by selecting the appropriate flash technology (e.g.

MLC, pSLC or SLC) and density for the application.

Another key feature is the Alarm function, which generates

an alarm in the system when one or more of these

conditions occurs:

1) Remaining life ratio <10%

2) Abnormal power on count > 3,500 cycles

3) Maximum bad block replacement <5


